Stan Goldstein
5826 Tujunga Ave., # 6
North Hollywood, CA 91601-1194
home: 818-761-6328 cell: 818-404-1991
email: stanmail@aol.com Skype: mischagaas

December 12, 2012

AllanMann
222 West Palmyra Ave.
Orange, CA 92866

Dear Allan:
This is to confirm that Earthlight Theater, of which you were Producer, Director and Pia TIght as ;'ell as
Featured Actor, was hired and paid to perform at the 1969 Woodstock Music and Art Fair (the oodstoc
Festival) on Yasgur's Farm. In my capacity as Chief of Staff and Primary RecruiterlHeadhunter for oodsto k
Ventures, I instigated the arrangement, outlined the intentions and parameters, and turned the matter of
contracting for Earthlight's services over to Michael Lang, a Partner in Woodstock Ventures, Producer of the
event. Some details of that and related matters are, to the best of my recollection and knowledge, detailed
below.
r

I am convinced by first person accounts given me by Elliot Tiber, yourself, and other members of Earthlight
Theater that it was at your instigation, upon learning that we would not be permitted to conduct the Festival on
the Mills' property in the Town of Wallkill, NY, that Elliot first called Woodstock Ventures. That call resulted,
after not much ado, in our relocating the festival to its eventual site on Max Yasgur's farm in White Lake, Town
of Bethel, New York.
I was the first Woodstock employee to relocate to White Lake. I moved into the Tiber family's motel, the El
Monaco, on Friday July 16, 1969. That was the day after the announcement of the Zoning Board decision in
Wallkill, after Michael Lang and I met with Max the night before to confirm his willingness to host and support
the Festival. I attended a performance by the Earthlight Theater that night (The Beard, as I recall), at the theater
you had constructed in a barn on El Monaco Motel property. After the show I approached you, introduced
myself, and we had our first discussion regarding theatrical performances, on-site, at the festival.
I explained then and in subsequent conversations our interest in "street theater" styled performances, on-site,
with no fixed/announced locations and times. Ideally, they would seem spontaneous, address matters of societal
moment, be of relatively short duration, and would be performed throughout the festival's site, during the whole
period of the Festival.
I detailed the efforts that had been made to book the Living Theater and their failure due to conflicting dates for
an already booked European tour. I explained the arrangements that had been made with the Pageant Players, a
New York theater group, for their appearance at Walkill, that would have to be renegotiated as a result of the
relocation. Those negotiations succeeded, but they, for reasons never explained, failed to appear and perform.

We discussed the potential for conflict if multiple theater companies with similar objectives were booked and
dismissed the possibility. We believed the originality of concept, material, and manner of each group, the
expanse of the site, and size of the crowd would all mitigate against any conflict, that several more groups could
perform without interference between them. That, in fact, more theater would only enhance the Festival
experience for the patrons. That you would develop pieces specifically for performance in that setting. Which
you did quite successfully.
I know that the contractual arrangements between Earthlight Theater and oodstock Ventures were
successfully concluded, that you and Earthlight were hired and paid to perform, that ou and Earthlight fulfilled
your part of the agreement, and that you all did much more throughout tlu period of tlu festi al. orne of the
"more" was at the Free Kitchen, at Big Pink, and at the "freakout" tents. I kno about that because, in addition
to everything else, I was Campgrounds Coordinator responsible for those portions of tb festival . thaI
outside the stage and amphitheater areas, where those activities took place. I am confidan
re
I 0only a part of what Earthlight did.
To my knowledge you were never thanked for nor were you ever acknowledged as having been
le
Swami Satchidananda's appearance and participation in the festival, though you and some other Earthli •..
members were and are seen as his attendants in the Warner's film.
It is unfortunate that so little of your performances were included in Warner Brothers' Woodstock film. I know
Michael Margetz and Malcolm Hart filmed Earthlight extensively, at rehearsals on-site and in performance
during the festival.
Whatever the merits of Ang Lee's film -"Taking Woodstock" - he clearly understood that Earthkight played a
role in bringing the festival to White Lake, in the period leading to and in activities during the festival.
I am copying Michael Lang and Joel Rosenman, Partners in Woodstock Ventures and the Festival's Producers,
on this correspondence hoping that they can provide more details regarding the contractual specifics of your
engagement by Woodstock Ventures. I am available should anyone want more details in re our interaction and
your activities at and for the Festival.
Sincerely,

Stan Goldstein
CC:

Michael Lang via email
Joel Rosenman via email

